
Summary:   Numerous sources continue to affirm that the release of RV funds from the paymasters will happen this 

month.  That leaves us a whole 3 more days. UST accountants have said that if the money is released this month, they 

will be able to include Tier 4 in the Fiscal Year 2018 numbers, even though the exchanges will not yet be completed.  

Tier 4 currency holders will have about a month to complete their exchanges at their appointed times.  “Nothing will 

stop this process now”—if problems occur, they will be fixed, rather than stopping the whole process again. 

 

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates.  So, if you have 

hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved.  Posts are still 

in IDC in the evening.  The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24 

hour guest pass if you are not.  https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, 

and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

KAVANAUGH TAKEDOWN: Character Assassination Deep State 
Style via “Shock & Awe” 
Isn’t that just how this psyop worked?  The perps tactically staged a flurry of false accusations just before the Kavanaugh 

confirmation vote. 

The George Soros-sponsored perps fastidiously executed a barrage of false accusations against Brett Kavanaugh just 

before the final confirmation vote. 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=104751  

 

 

 

CIA Honeytrap set – Kavanaugh accuser CIA ties 

Everything points to Kavanaugh accuser being a CIA asset whose father was a 
CIA contractor 

All of the other witnesses have come forward and stated they have no recollection of the event, and have taken a step 
further to say that Brett Kavanaugh is an honest, ethical, and respectable individual: 

Everyone at the party has said they have no idea what Christine Blasey Ford is talking about, even her longtime friend 
Leland Ingham Keyser!  
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Christine’s Father Has Worked, and Still Works, For the CIA. 

In addition to the other info that has recently surfaced, an article from the site ImpiousDigest states that Christine’s 
father, Ralph G Blasey Jr. had worked for the CIA and was a vice president, at one time, for the National Savings and 
Trust “black budget bank” allegedly known for funding CIA deep state operations. 

The article does cite numerous articles for this claim, stating: 

Linked to Dr. Blasey’s SVR file of known and/or suspected CIA operatives, this report notes, is that of her father Ralph G. 
Blasey Jr.—a proven CIA operative who, from June-1962 to January-1974, was the Vice President of National Savings 
and Trust of Washington, D.C.—a CIA black budget bank best known for being 100 paces from the White House, and 
whom, in 1998, was taken over by SunTrust Bank—whose majority share owner is the CIA-linked investment 
fund BlackRock. 

It is also important to note that Blasey Jr. did, in fact, know of a reaarcher while at the CIA, Stanford University 
Psychiatric Professor Dr. Frederick T. Melges,who helped craft the highly publicized and widely controversial MKUltra 
Program. Christine, to reiterate, is a professor at the same university working in psychotherapy, espeically the affects of 
psychotropic drugs on children. 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=104585  

 

 

 

What did accuser Deborah Ramirez really do for those 6 days 
hunkered down with her lawyer? 

So the FBI is supposed to investigate whether or not a drunk college boy pulled down his pants at a drunken 

college party and exposed himself to a college girl who was so drunk that she can’t clearly remember the event, 

and had to take six days to think about whether or not it actually happened? It was so devastatingly traumatic to 

her that she had to ponder for a week about whether or not it happened, and whether or not it was Brett 

Kavanaugh? 

Even the New Yorker writes that it 

has not confirmed with other eyewitnesses that 

Kavanaugh was present at the party. The 

magazine contacted several dozen classmates of 

Ramirez and Kavanaugh regarding the incident. 

Many did not respond to interview requests; 

others declined to comment, or said they did 

not attend or remember the party.  

 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=104770  
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Q 2275 – POTUS SAYS 

 
 

 

Q 2277 

Welcome aboard, Judge K. 

Q 

 

Q  2279 – A CORRECTION FROM AN ANON 

 

Anon: Q, THAT SHOULD BE JUSTICE K!!!! 

 

You are correct. 

Q 
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